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Abstract. Recently, some authors have suggested that the ab-

sorption Ångström exponent (AAE) can be used to deduce

the component aerosol absorption optical depths (AAODs)

of carbonaceous aerosols in the AERONET database. This

AAE approach presumes that AAE� 1 for soot carbon,

which contrasts the traditional small particle limit of AAE=

1 for soot carbon. Thus, we provide an overview of the

AERONET retrieval, and we investigate how the micro-

physics of carbonaceous aerosols can be interpreted in the

AERONET AAE product. We find that AAE� 1 in the

AERONET database requires large coarse mode fractions

and/or imaginary refractive indices that increase with wave-

length. Neither of these characteristics are consistent with the

current definition of soot carbon, so we explore other possi-

bilities for the cause of AAE� 1. AAE is related to particle

size, and coarse mode particles have a smaller AAE than fine

mode particles for a given aerosol mixture of species. We

also note that the mineral goethite has an imaginary refrac-

tive index that increases with wavelength, is very common in

dust regions, and can easily contribute to AAE� 1. We find

that AAE� 1 can not be caused by soot carbon, unless soot

carbon has an imaginary refractive index that increases with

wavelength throughout the visible and near-infrared spec-

trums. Finally, AAE is not a robust parameter for separating

carbonaceous absorption from dust aerosol absorption in the

AERONET database.

1 Introduction

The aerosol robotic network (AERONET) is composed of

hundreds of sun–sky scanning radiometers located at surface

sites throughout the world, which are robotically controlled,

solar powered, and weather hardened so that they may oper-

ate autonomously (Holben et al., 1998). These narrow-field-

of-view instruments provide frequent aerosol optical depth

measurements in the 0.340–1.02 µm spectral range through-

out the day. The radiometers also measure sky radiances at

a wide range of scattering angles, and these data are in-

corporated into a radiometric retrieval algorithm to infer

aerosol absorption (Dubovik and King, 2000). The absorp-

tion Ångström exponent and the absorption aerosol optical

depth represent two of the aerosol absorption products avail-

able in the AERONET database at http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.

gov.

The absorption Ångström exponent (AAE) is defined by

a power law relationship with the absorption aerosol optical

depth (AAOD) or the aerosol absorption coefficient (Cabs):

ξ(λ)= ξ(1)λ−AAE. (1)

Here, ξ is a generic variable for absorption that can represent

either AAOD or Cabs, λ represents wavelength, and ξ(1) is

the power law value for ξ at a reference wavelength of 1 µm.

If AAOD(λ) or Cabs(λ) are known at two or more wave-

lengths, then AAE can be obtained by linear regression of

the logarithm of Eq. (1). (Note that some authors use a refer-

ence wavelength of 0.55 µm instead of 1 µm, but this does not
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affect the derived value of AAE. Additionally, some authors

have noted that AAE is not necessarily constant through-

out the visible and near-infrared wavelengths at East Asian

AERONET sites; Eck et al., 2010; Li et al., 2015). The spec-

tral dependence of absorption (i.e., AAE) depends upon par-

ticle size and the imaginary refractive index, and excellent

overviews of the relationship between AAE and aerosol mi-

crophysics are provided by Moosmüller et al. (2009, 2011).

Generally, AAE is obtained from photoacoustic measure-

ments (Lewis et al., 2008; Chow et al., 2009; Gyawali et al.,

2009; Flowers et al., 2010; Lack et al., 2012b; Chakrabarty

et al., 2013; Utry et al., 2014), particle soot absorption pho-

tometer measurements (Roden et al., 2006), aethalometer

measurements (Ganguly et al., 2005), the solar-flux–AOD

technique (Russell et al., 2010), integrating plate methods

(Schnaiter et al., 2003), differencing extinction and scatter-

ing coefficients (Schnaiter et al., 2006), or aerosol robotic

network (AERONET) retrievals (Bahadur et al., 2012; Chung

et al., 2012b; Giles et al., 2012; Cazorla et al., 2013; Xu et al.,

2013; Russell et al., 2014).

The AAE parameter is appealing because AAE= 1 in

the Rayleigh limit for small particles that have wavelength-

independent refractive indices throughout the visible and

near-infrared wavelengths (Bohren and Huffman, 1983;

Moosmüller et al., 2009, 2011). Since soot carbon (sC) has

a spectrally invariant imaginary refractive index at visible

wavelengths (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Bond et al., 2013)

and primary spherule sizes are less than about 50 nm (Mul-

holland and Mountain, 1999; Pósfai et al., 2003), we expect

AAE= 1 when externally mixed soot carbon is the only ab-

sorbing aerosol present (Bergstrom et al., 2002; Andreae,

2006; Bergstrom et al., 2007; Moosmüller et al., 2009). Other

absorbing aerosols typically exhibit AAE> 1, so aerosol

scientists can use AAE to determine whether soot carbon

is the dominant absorbing aerosol in their measurements

(Bergstrom et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2010).

Recently, some authors have suggested that AAE can also

be used to deduce the component AAODs of dust, brown car-

bon (BrC), and soot carbon in the atmosphere (Bahadur et al.,

2012; Chung et al., 2012b; Bond et al., 2013; Cazorla et al.,

2013; Xu et al., 2013). The premise behind this AAE ap-

proach is that AAE is a species-dependent aerosol property

that does not depend upon particle size or mass, that absorb-

ing aerosol species are externally mixed with one another,

and that AAE� 1 for soot carbon. Other authors have found

that AAE does not contain enough information to unam-

biguously speciate the absorbing aerosols (Bergstrom et al.,

2007; Gyawali et al., 2009; Lack and Cappa, 2010; Giles

et al., 2012; Lack and Langridge, 2013). Thus, we explore

this topic here, and we point out some theoretical inconsis-

tencies associated with using the AAE approach to deduce

component AAODs from the AERONET retrievals.

We begin by defining our choice of nomenclature in

Sect. 2, which has become an unfortunate necessity in this

business. Then we illustrate how the imaginary refractive in-

dex (k(λ)) is related to particle absorption, and we introduce

the common absorbing atmospheric aerosols (Sect. 3). Next,

we discuss how aerosol microphysical and optical properties

affect the AAE, using a simple model that only considers

spectrally invariant k (Sects. 4 and 5). We also discuss how

to interpret the AERONET retrievals in the context of this

simple model (Sect. 6). Then we discuss the affect of spec-

trally variable k(λ) on AAE (Sect. 7). Finally, we provide

an overview of the AAE approach used by other authors and

discuss its limitations in Sect. 8.

2 Carbonaceous aerosol nomenclature

Soot carbon is a byproduct of combustion that is composed of

aggregated graphite spheres (Andreae and Gelencsér, 2006).

It is often called light absorbing carbon (LAC), black car-

bon (BC), refractory black carbon (rBC), or elemental carbon

(EC) in the scientific literature (depending upon the measure-

ment technique), but we prefer the carbonaceous aerosol def-

initions nicely presented by Andreae and Gelencsér (2006).

Thus, the term sC presented here is equivalent to LAC in

Bond and Bergstrom (2006) and BC or rBC in Bond et al.

(2013). Loosely, the term EC refers to sC that is obtained by

thermal techniques, and the term BC refers to sC that is ob-

tained by optical techniques; the term BC is also used gener-

ically by the modeling community. We use the term BrC

for absorbing organic matter to distinguish these particles

from organic matter that does not absorb significantly at vis-

ible wavelengths (Jacobson, 1999; Kirchstetter et al., 2004;

Kanakidou et al., 2005; Hoffer et al., 2006; Schnaiter et al.,

2006; Sun et al., 2007; Dinar et al., 2008; Chen and Bond,

2010). However, both BrC and organic carbon are composed

of many organic species, and the BrC detected in the atmo-

sphere also contains some non-absorbing organic particulates

as well (i.e., the scientific community has probably not iso-

lated “pure” BrC).

3 Absorbing aerosols in the atmosphere

The attenuation of radiation in homogenous bulk matter is

defined by the exponential law of attenuation (Bohren and

Clothiaux, 2006):

F(λ)= F0(λ)e
−αbulk(λ)d , (2)

where F0 is the irradiance incident upon the material, F is

the irradiance at depth d, and αbulk is the bulk absorption

coefficient. The bulk absorption coefficient is directly related

to the imaginary part of the complex refractive index for the

absorbing medium (k):

αbulk(λ)=
4πk(λ)

λ
. (3)

Although Eq. (3) demonstrates the importance of k(λ) in

evaluating the intrinsic absorption of a material, it is not
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Figure 1. Imaginary refractive index of diesel (dsl), soot carbon

(sC), hematite (hem), goethite (goe), and brown carbon (BrC), as

measured or inferred by several sources. Thick blue ticks at bot-

tom indicate the AERONET retrieval wavelengths. Legend code:

Sch05 is Schnaiter et al. (2005); Mot10 is Moteki et al. (2010);

Bnd06 is Bond and Bergstrom (2006); Che81 is Chen and Cahan

(1981); Gil92 is Gillespie and Lindberg (1992); Bed93 isBedidi and

Cervelle (1993); Sun07 is Sun et al. (2007); Kir04 is Kirchstetter

et al. (2004); Che10 is Chen and Bond (2010).

suitable for determining the absorption coefficient of small

particles (Sun et al., 2007; Moosmüller et al., 2011); this is

because the exponential law does not account for the bound-

ary conditions imposed upon the electric field by matter that

is wholly encompassed in the field. Computation of small

particle absorption coefficients requires the use of a particle

model (such as Mie theory for spherical particles). We will

not review the various small particle absorption and scatter-

ing models here, but particle absorption is intrinsically re-

lated to k(λ).

We present k(λ) for some common absorbing atmospheric

aerosols in Fig. 1. Carbonaceous aerosols are composed of

soot carbon and organic matter; some of the organic matter

absorbs radiation at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths (Ja-

cobson, 1999; Kanakidou et al., 2005), which we call brown

carbon. Soot carbon is ubiquitous in the atmosphere, highly

absorbing, and it has a spectrally invariant k throughout

the visible wavelengths (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Moteki

et al., 2010). Brown carbon is highly absorbing at UV and

blue wavelengths, and it has a strong spectral dependence

of absorption that tapers off to unmeasurable values at near-

infrared wavelengths (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Hoffer et al.,

2006; Sun et al., 2007; Dinar et al., 2008; Chakrabarty et al.,

2010; Chen and Bond, 2010; Lack et al., 2012a).

Iron oxide is responsible for light absorption in dust, and

hematite and goethite are different phases of iron oxide that

have significantly different spectral signatures (Linke et al.,

2006). Hematite has a strong spectral dependence with a neg-

ative slope for dk/dλ at most ultraviolet and visible wave-

lengths (Chen and Cahan, 1981; Gillespie and Lindberg,

1992; Bedidi and Cervelle, 1993), and it is responsible for

the reddish tint of some mineral mixtures. Goethite, however,

has a positive overall slope for dk/dλ at visible wavelengths,

and it is responsible for the yellowish tint of some mineral

mixtures. Both phases of iron oxide are radiatively important

and similarly abundant in dust, as the goethite fraction of iron

oxide in dust varies from 0.4 to more than 0.7 (Lafon et al.,

2006; Shi et al., 2012; Formenti et al., 2014). Hematite and

goethite range in size from a few nanometer to a micrometer

(Shi et al., 2012). Many measurements of the hematite imag-

inary index exist in the literature (we show three of them in

Fig. 1), but we have only found one such measurement for

goethite (Bedidi and Cervelle, 1993). Given the prevalence

and importance of goethite in aeolian dust, clearly there is

a need for additional measurements of its refractive index.

Since hematite and BrC exhibit enhanced k(λ) at UV and

visible wavelengths (and therefore enhanced absorption at

those wavelengths), these aerosols tend to produce larger

AAE than similarly absorbing particles with spectrally in-

variant refractive indices (Russell et al., 2010; Moosmüller

et al., 2011). Nonetheless, spectral variability of k(λ) is not

the only source of variability in AAE, and we first discuss

the variability of AAE associated with mixing state and size

of soot carbon.

4 AAE for spectrally invariant k

Figure 2 shows a contour plot of AAE as a function of imag-

inary refractive index and size for monomodal lognormal

size distributions with a standard deviation of σ = 0.38 and

a real refractive index of n= 1.49 (see Eq. 1 in Dubovik

et al., 2002a), which are plausible values for fine mode car-

bonaceous aerosols. In order to define the contours, we used

Mie theory to compute AAOD at 0.44, 0.675, and 0.87 µm,

and we determined AAE by linear regression of the loga-

rithm of Eq. (1) (e.g., Schuster et al., 2006). (We omitted

the 1.020 µm wavelength in our AAE computations in or-

der to provide consistency with the AERONET AAE prod-

uct discussed later.) The magenta ticks indicate typical fine

and coarse mode geometric mean radii in the AERONET

database (Dubovik et al., 2002a).

As discussed in Sect. 3, particle absorption is directly re-

lated to the imaginary refractive index, k(λ). Soot carbon has

a very high imaginary refractive index at visible wavelengths

(ksC(λ)= 0.63 to 0.79, per Bond and Bergstrom, 2006), and

scattering aerosols that contain sC have effective imaginary

refractive indices between 0 and ksC(λ). Thus, we can use

Fig. 2 to understand how the relative fraction of sC that is

internally mixed with scattering aerosols affects the AAE.

First, we determine where externally mixed sC is located

in the parameter space of Fig. 2. Soot carbon is composed

of primary spherules with radii Rp . 0.025 µm that are ag-

gregated with other spherules into large particles, and the

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1587/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1587–1602, 2016
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Figure 2. AAE (440–870) contours for lognormal particle size dis-

tributions with refractive index n= 1.49 and mode width σ = 0.38.

Shaded maroon rectangle at the top of the plot indicates range

of values for externally mixed sC using primary spherule sizes

(radii . 0.025 µm); the yellow square corresponds to externally

mixed sC with a median radius of 0.1 µm. Symbols indicate inter-

nal mixing of 0.025 µm (circles) or 0.10 µm (“+”) sC with scatter-

ing aerosols for sC volume fractions of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and

50 percent. The black lines denote AAE= 1± 0.1. Magenta ticks

located at R = 0.12 and 3.2 µm are typical fine and coarse mode

median radii in the AERONET database.

resulting agglomerates look like chains of spheres with mul-

tiple branches (hence the term “chain aggregates;” Li et al.,

2003a, b; Wentzel et al., 2003; Chakrabarty et al., 2006;

Adachi et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2012; Chakrabarty et al.,

2013). The absorption cross section for the aggregated par-

ticles can be reasonably modeled as a collection of the pri-

mary sC spheres, even though the agglomerates have com-

plex shapes (Mulholland et al., 1994; Fuller, 1995; Farias

et al., 1996; Fuller et al., 1999; Sorensen, 2001; Schnaiter

et al., 2003; Chakrabarty et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2008; Chung

et al., 2012a). Thus, the primary spherule size is the appro-

priate length scale for determining AAE (Bergstrom et al.,

2002), and externally mixed sC aggregates occupy the pa-

rameter space highlighted by the maroon rectangle in the up-

per left of Fig. 2. Note that AAE= 1± 0.05 for this region,

which is consistent with the Rayleigh absorption limit for

small particles (Bohren and Huffman, 1983; Bergstrom et al.,

2002; Schnaiter et al., 2003; Moosmüller et al., 2009). This

is also consistent with measurements (Rosen et al., 1978;

Bergstrom et al., 2002; Schnaiter et al., 2003; Kirchstetter

et al., 2004; Clarke et al., 2007) and therefore has become the

de facto AAE for sC in the scientific literature (Sato et al.,

2003; Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Andreae and Gelencsér,

2006; Hoffer et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2008; Moosmüller

et al., 2009; Arola et al., 2011).

Soot carbon particles that are internally mixed with larger

host aerosols result in particles with lower refractive indices

and larger radii than the pure sC of the maroon shaded region

in Fig. 2. This is shown by the seven maroon circles for sC

particles in mixtures with 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 50 % sC

by volume. Note that internal mixing of sC has the interesting

effect of increasing the AAE of the aerosol mixture to values

of 1.4 and higher as the volume fraction of sC decreases,

even though we used wavelength-independent k values for

our computations (see also Lack and Langridge, 2013). Also

note that AAE< 1 is not possible in Fig. 2 for mixtures that

contain sC particles sizes less than 0.025 µm in radius.

Aggregated sC size distributions have equivalent sphere

mass median radii of 0.085–0.135 µm (Martins et al., 1998;

Mallet et al., 2003; Clarke et al., 2004; Moteki et al., 2007;

Schwarz et al., 2008a, 2010; Kondo et al., 2011). The yel-

low square shows that AAE' 0.6 for externally mixed sC if

we use a median radius of 0.1 µm for our computations, as

in Chung et al. (2012a). (Chung et al., 2012a, used a count

mean diameter of 0.122 µm and geometric standard devia-

tion of 1.5, which corresponds to a volume median radius of

0.1 µm). However, the AAE increases to AAE= 1±0.1 when

a sC core is internally mixed with a scattering aerosol in our

case (yellow “+” symbols), whereas Chung et al. (2012a)

found AAE< 1 for all particle sizes in their core-shell com-

putations. We attribute the low AAEs computed by Chung

et al. (2012a) to their assumption of a soot carbon refractive

index that increases substantially with respect to wavelength

(from ksC = 0.64 at the 0.450 µm wavelength to ksC = 0.78

at the 0.700 µm wavelength).

Note that we can not use the aggregated equivalent

sphere sC particle sizes (i.e., yellow square and “+” sym-

bols in Fig. 2) to model the absorption associated with

the AERONET retrievals. This is because internal mixing

of 0.1 µm radius particles at sC concentrations low enough

to produce the imaginary refractive indices found in the

AERONET database produce unreasonably large size distri-

butions. For instance, the four “+” symbols with ≤ 2.5 % sC

in Fig. 2 require mode radii≥ 0.34 µm, which is a factor of∼

3 larger than typically observed in the AERONET database

(Dubovik et al., 2002a). That is not to say that the in situ mea-

surements indicating median mode radii of 0.1 µm for sC are

incompatible with the AERONET retrievals. Rather, this in-

consistency between in situ measurements and AERONET

retrievals occurs because the in situ analyses are applied to

particles that have been isolated from the other aerosols in

the atmosphere, whereas the AERONET retrieval algorithm

is applied to all particles in the atmosphere. This is discussed

further in Sect. 6, where we review some of the fundamentals

of the AERONET retrieval algorithm.

It is interesting to note the large parameter space in Fig. 2

where AAE> 1, even though we used identical refractive

indices at three wavelengths to compute the isolines in this

figure. Thus, hematite or BrC is not required in an aerosol

mixture to observe AAE> 1, and sC that is internally mixed

with purely scattering aerosols can easily produce AAEs of

1.4. Note that AERONET typically indicates k = 0.01–0.02

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1587–1602, 2016 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1587/2016/
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Table 1. AERONET sites used in this study.

Dust sites

West Africa (waf): Agoufou, Banizoumbou, IER_Cinzana,

DMN_Maine_Soroa, Ouagadougou, Djougou, Saada,

Capo_Verde, Dahkla, Dakar, Ilorin, Quarzazate,

Santa_Cruz_Tenerife, Tamanrasset_INM, Tamanrasset_TMP.

Middle East (mea): Solar_Village, Nes_Ziona,

SEDE_BOKER, Dhabi, Hamim.

Biomass burning sites

Southern Africa (saf): Mongu, Skukuza.

South America (sam): Alta_Floresta, Cuiabá,

CUIABA-MIRANDA, Abracos_Hill, Balbina, Belterra,

SANTA_CRUZ.

in biomass burning regions (Dubovik et al., 2002a), which

corresponds to 1–2.5 % sC and an AAE of ∼ 1.4 in Fig. 2.

This is also discussed in Lack and Langridge (2013).

Figure 2 also indicates that AAE< 1 is achieved for

a large range of mode radii and k values. Note that AAE< 1

is achieved with any imaginary refractive index, as long as

the median mode radius is greater than 2 µm. (A typical

coarse mode median radius in the AERONET database is

3.2 µm, as denoted by the rightmost magenta tick on abscissa

in Fig. 2.) Very little aerosol absorption is required to achieve

AAE< 1 for these large particles, as seen when k = 0.0005

for Rm ≥ 2 µm. (Note that k = 0.0005 is the minimum k

value reportable by AERONET.) This can occur for coarse

mode clay mixtures of illite, kaolinite, and montmorillonite

that have spectrally invariant refractive indices. AAE< 1 can

also occur at higher values of k when sC is internally mixed

with mineral clays in the coarse mode (Clarke et al., 2004;

Yang et al., 2009; Hand et al., 2010) or in the absence of

carbonaceous aerosols when goethite concentrations are suit-

ably balanced with hematite concentrations (since dk/dλ > 1

for goethite and dk/dλ < 1 for hematite, per Fig. 1).

Finally, we recognize that the position of the contours in

Fig. 2 are sensitive to the parameters that we used to com-

pute the figure (i.e., the real refractive index and geometric

standard deviation). However, we note that Bond (2001) and

Gyawali et al. (2009) produced similar figures with similar

qualitative results. In particular, Gyawali et al. (2009) used

a core-shell model to compute AAE for mono-disperse soot

with non-absorbing coatings, and they found that the carbon

core diameter needed to be larger than ∼ 0.1 µm in order to

achieve AAE values less than 1. Additionally, carbon cores

with BrC shells required even larger radii in order to achieve

AAE< 1 (see Gyawali et al., 2009, Fig. 8).
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Rcrs = 3.2 µm, σcrs = 0.75. Data are AAE (440–870) at all

AERONET sites of Table 1, filtered for a maximum spectral vari-

ability in k(λ) of 10 % with respect to the mean retrieved k. Biomass

burning sites are “+” symbols, dust sites are squares. Only 5 %

of the particles dominated by the fine mode indicate AAE< 1,

but 90 % of the particles dominated by the coarse mode indicate

AAE< 1.

5 AAE for bimodal size distributions

Since the AERONET product retrieves fine and coarse

aerosol modes with the same refractive index, it is useful

to include a second lognormal mode in the size distribu-

tions for the contour-style analysis of Fig. 2. This is ac-

complished in Fig. 3, where we have computed contours

for bimodal aerosol size distributions with a real refractive

index n= 1.49, fine mode median radius Rfin = 0.12 µm,

coarse mode median radius Rcrs = 3.2 µm, fine mode stan-

dard deviation σfin = 0.38, and coarse mode standard devia-

tion σcrs = 0.75. We vary the coarse volume fraction in this

figure so that the effective radius increases from left to right.

We have also included Level 2.0 AERONET retrievals for all

of the sites in Table 1 (symbols), but we filter the data for

k(λ) that are constant with respect to wavelength (to within

10 %) in order to maintain consistency with the contours.

This reduces our data set from 8011 retrievals to 989 re-

trievals. This also eliminates retrievals with substantial BrC

fractions, because BrC has much higher k values at 0.440 µm

than at the red and near-infrared retrieval wavelengths (e.g.,

see Fig. 1). Hematite also has a strong spectral dependence

for k, with dk/dλ < 0 at visible wavelengths, but it could be

present in the retrievals of Fig. 3 if it is balanced with suitable

quantities of goethite, which coexists with hematite in min-

eral dust and has the opposite spectral dependence at visible

wavelengths (i.e., dk/dλ > 0).

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1587/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1587–1602, 2016
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Note how all of the AERONET data fall well below k =

0.1 in Fig. 3, putting the data in a region with nearly ver-

tical contour lines. The AERONET data are consistent with

the contours, as gradients in the color of the points clearly

vary horizontally but not vertically (in fact, the correlation

of AAE and cvf for the data in Fig. 3 is R =−0.863). Vary-

ing the coarse volume fraction (cvf) at a constant k in Fig. 3

has a substantial effect on AAE (about a factor of 2). The

AERONET data indicate that AAE< 0.8 is only achieved

when the coarse volume fraction is greater than 0.5 (dark

blue points in Fig. 3), indicating that the smallest AAE in

this figure are not caused by carbonaceous aerosols. Thus,

we conclude that AAE is quite sensitive to the relative frac-

tion of fine and coarse mode aerosols when k(λ) is spectrally

invariant.

The sC volume fraction in an internal aerosol mixture is

linearly related to the imaginary index of the mixture at the

red and near-infrared wavelengths (as shown by Fig. 7 in

Schuster et al., 2005), so krnir is a surrogate for sC in the

AERONET database. (Note that k = krnir when k is spec-

trally invariant, as in Fig. 3.) The contours in Fig. 3 indicate

that varying k at a constant coarse volume fraction does not

alter the AAE for aerosols with 0.0005≤ k < 0.1, which is

consistent with the AERONET data in that figure. Thus, we

can safely state that AAE is not sensitive to the volume frac-

tion of sC in the AERONET retrievals when k is spectrally

invariant. This is discussed further in Sect. 8.

6 AERONET AAOD and AAE products

At this point, it is worthwhile to review some of the funda-

mentals of the AERONET retrieval algorithm (Holben et al.,

1998, 2001; Dubovik and King, 2000; Dubovik et al., 2000).

The AERONET radiometers measure aerosol optical depth

by pointing a narrow-field-of-view radiometer directly at the

sun. The instruments also scan azimuthally to measure sky

radiances. Both the direct-beam and sky-radiance measure-

ments are used as constraints in the AERONET inversion

algorithm, which provides a wide variety of data products,

including aerosol absorption optical depth (AAOD), com-

plex refractive index, and single-scatter albedo at four wave-

lengths (0.44, 0.675, 0.87, and 1.02 µm). AERONET also

provides AAE, which is computed from the AAOD product

at the 0.44, 0.675, and 0.87 µm wavelengths.

It is important to note that the absorption products like

AAOD and AAE are not direct measurements; rather, the

AERONET algorithm retrieves a size distribution and com-

plex refractive index that is constrained by direct sun and

sky radiance measurements, from which AAOD and AAE

are computed. The size distribution is provided at 22 radii

ranging from rp = 0.05 to 15 µm, and the imaginary refrac-

tive index is allowed to vary from k = 0.0005 to k = 0.5.

The algorithm uses Mie Theory to calculate the AAOD for

spheres and uses T-matrix or geometrical optics theory to

Figure 4. Left panel: a conceptual system of aerosols that contains

scattering particles as well as a small fraction of absorbing carbon

aggregates. Right panel: AERONET model of the same system of

particles. Since all particles in the AERONET model have the same

refractive index (and therefore the same color), the AERONET

model disperses absorption amongst all particles.

calculate the AAOD for spheroids (Dubovik et al., 2002b,

2006). Additionally, the Level 2 data that we present in this

document require aerosol optical depths AOD≥ 0.4 at the

0.440 µm wavelength. The data have been cloud screened and

quality checked (Smirnov et al., 2000). The AOD is accu-

rate to∼ 0.01 at the 0.440–1.020 µm wavelengths (Eck et al.,

1999). The accuracies of the Level 2.0 absorption products

are estimated at 30–50 % for the imaginary refractive index

(Dubovik et al., 2000) and 0.1–0.6 for the AAE (Giles et al.,

2012); the highest AAE uncertainties correspond to aerosol

size distributions dominated by the coarse mode.

The AERONET algorithm also assumes that all parti-

cles in the atmosphere have the same complex refractive

index (regardless of size), which is equivalent to assuming

that all particles have identical composition (and all aerosol

species are internally mixed). This assumption is necessary

to achieve a unique solution, but it forces the absorption to

be spread over all retrieved particle sizes, even when the ab-

sorption really occurs in only the smallest particles.

This last point is illustrated conceptually in Fig. 4. Here,

the left panel shows a system of aerosols that contains scat-

tering particles, as well as a small fraction of absorbing car-

bon aggregates. Unlike filter measurements that isolate the

absorption of sC from the scattering of non-absorbing parti-

cles, the AERONET retrieval model assumes that all parti-

cles are equally absorbing (right panel of Fig. 4). Thus, the

absorption of the small percentage of internally and exter-

nally mixed sC particles is effectively redistributed amongst

all of the aerosol particles in the system.

This is important because it affects how we can inter-

pret the data. For instance, we stated earlier that the maroon

shaded region of Fig. 2 is appropriate for determining the

AAE of open soot clusters, since soot monomers have radii

less than 0.025 µm. This shaded region is also consistent with

in situ measurements and the Rayleigh small particle limit

for absorption. Nonetheless, AERONET can not report these

particle sizes because they are smaller than the minimum al-

lowed value in the AERONET retrieval algorithm. That is not

to say that the AERONET measurements are not affected by
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these particles, though, as anything that has a significant im-

pact on the radiation field at λ= 0.440–1.02 µm will affect

the AERONET retrievals.

Additionally, AERONET would never report a refractive

index as high as the values in the maroon rectangle or the

yellow square of Fig. 2, even if the algorithm allowed such

high values. This is because these regions of Fig. 2 are only

suitable for “pure” soot, which is typically a few percent of

the total particulate matter in the atmosphere (Martins et al.,

1998; Andreae, 2006; Adachi et al., 2010). AERONET re-

fractive indices are typically k. 0.04, so open aggregates of

sC would likely have AAE= 1.2–1.4 (maroon circles with

k ≤ 0.04 in Fig. 2). We also note that k. 0.04 corresponds

to 5 % sC or less in Fig. 2.

The redistribution of absorption shown conceptually in

Fig. 4 also forbids us from assuming that all sC absorption is

always located in the fine mode, because the absorption that

the AERONET algorithm redistributes to the coarse mode

can be substantial. For instance, the coarse mode volume

fractions are 0.29–0.44 and the imaginary refractive indices

are 0.01–0.02 at the biomass burning sites in the AERONET

climatology (Dubovik et al., 2002a). If we naively assume

that carbonaceous aerosols are not responsible for any coarse

mode absorption at these sites, then all of the coarse mode

absorption has to be caused by absorbing minerals in dust

(i.e., hematite and goethite). If this is indeed the case, then

it would require ∼ 15 % hematite or goethite by volume

to achieve k = 0.02 at the 0.700 µm wavelength (assuming

k = 0.13 for hematite and volume averaging of refractive in-

dices for this simple exercise). Both hematite and goethite

have densities that are about twice as large as other minerals,

so the corresponding iron oxide mass mixing ratio would be

30 % (Schuster et al., 2016). Since mass fractions of hematite

in mineral dust are typically less then 5 % (Lafon et al., 2004;

Linke et al., 2006; Kandler and Schütz, 2007; Formenti et al.,

2008; Kandler et al., 2009; Klaver et al., 2011), some car-

bon absorption must be present in the coarse mode of these

climatologies (this is particularly important since the coarse

mode fractions are so high). We emphasize that carbonaceous

aerosols do not have to actually exist in the coarse mode;

rather, we are pointing out that some of the fine mode ab-

sorption is artificially redistributed to the coarse mode in the

AERONET retrievals (because all particles are assumed to

have the same refractive index).

Now, one might argue that the coarse aerosol mode is

less optically efficient than the fine aerosol mode, and that

a large coarse volume fraction is not necessarily optically

significant. Hence, we evaluated the coarse mode contri-

bution to the aerosol optical depth at the South American

sites of Table 1 during the biomass burning season (Au-

gust and September), where we found a median coarse mode

volume fraction of 0.4. The corresponding median coarse

mode optical depth fractions (i.e., AODcrs/AODtot) are 0.06,

0.14, 0.24, and 0.33 at the 0.440, 0.674, 0.870, 1.020 µm

wavelengths. Additionally, the coarse mode is responsible

for more than 10 % of AOD(440) in 30 % of the cases and

more than 20 % of AOD(674) in 35 % of the cases. Hence,

although the coarse mode optical depth fraction is much

smaller than the coarse mode volume fraction, coarse mode

aerosols can still be optically significant.

We note that the assumption that all particles are internally

mixed and have the same refractive index was not an arbitrary

choice in the design of the retrieval algorithm. Rather, this

constraint was implemented after extensive testing indicated

that a unique solution was not possible when allowing two

(or more) refractive indices. Sensitivity studies at that time

showed that constraining the algorithm to a single refractive

index for all particles produced values that are intermediate

of the fine and coarse mode refractive indices (Dubovik et al.,

2000, Fig. 10).

There are some additional constraints associated with the

AERONET retrieval model of Fig. 4. (1) We can not use so-

phisticated models that account for the aggregate fractal di-

mensions or even core-shell configurations to describe the

AAE produced by AERONET, since these models are incon-

sistent with the AERONET retrieval model. (2) Absorption is

not additive for internal mixtures, so we can not assume that

the total aerosol absorption is the sum of the absorption as-

sociated with individual species (i.e., Cabs 6=
∑
iC

i
abs). This

concept is violated in the AAE approach of Bahadur et al.

(2012), Chung et al. (2012b), and Xu et al. (2013). This is

particularly troublesome when the AAE approach is applied

at biomass burning sites, as sC and BrC occupy the same

particle size range (i.e., they both occupy the fine aerosol

mode). Since AERONET assumes equal refractive indices

for all particles, our only choice is to use models that assume

that small amounts of sC (or another absorber) exist in every

aerosol particle; we must also assume that the particles are

shaped like spheres and spheroids. The use of optical mod-

els that do not adhere to these assumptions risk severing the

link to the radiation measurements that are the basis (and the

strength) of the AERONET retrievals.

7 AAE for spectrally variant k

AERONET provides the imaginary refractive index k(λ) at

four wavelengths (0.440, 0.675, 0.870, 1.020 µm). When soot

carbon is the only absorbing aerosol in the atmosphere, we

expect the AERONET retrieval to indicate the same k(λ) at

all four wavelengths (since sC has a spectrally invariant k at

the red and near-infrared wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 1).

However, BrC and hematite have greater imaginary indices

at the 0.440 µm wavelength (k440) than at the mean of the

red and near-infrared wavelengths (krnir). Similarly, goethite

has a smaller imaginary index at 0.440 µm than at 0.700 µm

(Bedidi and Cervelle, 1993). Thus, we can use the spectral

variability of k in the AERONET data set to deduce the pres-

ence of BrC, hematite, and goethite in the atmosphere.
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Figure 5. Absorption Ångström exponent vs. the k440/krnir imag-

inary refractive index ratio, color-coded with the fine volume frac-

tion. Upper branch of “+” symbols is the South American sites dur-

ing the biomass burning season when more than 90 % of the re-

trievals are spheres; the lower branch of diamond symbols is dust

at the West African sites when the fine volume fractions are less

than 0.05 and the linear depolarization ratios are greater than 0.2.

Medians of the two branches are denoted by the “×” symbols.

We present the spectral variability of k(λ) in West Africa

and South America as k440/krnir in Fig. 5, which shows AAE

as a function of k440/krnir. Both West African and South

American data from the sites in Table 1 are shown here, but

we limit the West African fine volume fraction to fvf< 0.05

and linear depolarizations to dp> 0.2 at the 532 nm wave-

length, in an effort to restrict the data to pure dust. (Schuster

et al., 2012, and Dubovik et al., 2006, provide the method-

ology for computing the linear depolarization ratio from the

AERONET size distributions, complex refractive index, per-

centage of spheres, and distribution of axis ratios.) We also

limit the South American data to the peak of the biomass

burning season (August–September) and require these re-

trievals to have more than 90 % spheres (in an effort to elim-

inate dust). Here, we see that AAE is well correlated with

k440/krnir for both biomass burning and dust aerosols, with

a linear correlation of R ≥ 0.939 in both cases.

Atmospheric aerosols with substantial BrC or hematite

absorption have large k440/krnir and are located in the up-

per right quadrant of Fig. 5. Aerosols that are dominated

by sC with little spectral variability have k440/krnir ' 1 and

are located near the vertical dashed line in Fig. 5. Finally,

aerosols that are dominated by absorbing particles with ele-

vated imaginary indices at red and near-infrared wavelengths

have k440/krnir < 1 and are located to the left of the vertical

dashed line.

Note that there are clearly two branches of data in Fig. 5.

The upper branch of small “+” symbols are the South Amer-

ican biomass burning sites; the lower branch of small dia-

Table 2. Percentage of retrievals with AAE≤ 1, k440 ≤ krnir and

k440 ≤ krnir when AAE≤ 1 at the West African (waf), Middle East-

ern (mea), southern African (saf), and South American (sam) sites

of Table 1.

Constraint waf mea saf sam

AAE< 1 11 13 16 13

k440 ≤ krnir 4 6 32 21

k440 ≤ krnir, given AAE≤ 1 39 44 97 94

monds are the West African dust sites. Both branches are

color-coded according to fine volume fraction, but we have

filtered the West African data for fvf< 0.05, so all of those

points are the same color. The median for the South Amer-

ican biomass burning data is denoted by the black “×,” and

the median for the West African dust data is denoted by the

yellow “×.” Note that the carbonaceous aerosols of South

America have higher AAE than the dust aerosols of West

Africa for any given value of k440/krnir on the abscissa; this

is because we have limited the dust particles to fvf< 0.05 in

that figure, so the carbonaceous particles are much smaller

than the dust particles. This is consistent with Figs. 2 and

3, which show that larger particles produce smaller AAE for

a given value of k.

It is interesting to discuss the points with AAE< 1 in the

bottom two quadrants of Fig. 5, which includes 16 % of the

South American retrievals and 11 % of the West African re-

trievals. Note that the carbonaceous aerosols of South Amer-

ica essentially require k440/krnir < 1 when AAE< 1, as very

few of these retrievals are located in the lower right quad-

rant of Fig. 5. In fact, 94 % of the South American data with

AAE< 1 also indicates k440/krnir < 1. This is not the case

for the dust retrievals, which show that only 39 % of the re-

trievals indicate k440/krnir < 1 when AAE< 1. We obtained

similar results at the southern African and Middle Eastern

sites, as summarized in Table 2.

So AAE< 1 essentially requires k440 < krnir when fine

particles dominate the aerosol size distribution, and few at-

mospheric aerosols are known to exhibit this behavior. The

mineral goethite is prevalent in dust and indicates this spec-

tral behavior (Bedidi and Cervelle, 1993, and Fig. 1), but

large quantities of this mineral at the biomass burning sites

of South America do not seem plausible (especially since we

require at least 90 % spheres for the retrievals in this figure).

Thus, we seek another material that could cause k440 < krnir

at the biomass burning sites. Carbonaceous aerosols are an

obvious possibility, but k440 > krnir for BrC (Fig. 1). Addi-

tionally, Bond and Bergstrom (2006) did an extensive lit-

erature review of many refractive indices available for sC,

and they concluded that the data indicating a spectral de-

pendence for sC at visible wavelengths could also be ex-

plained with spectrally invariant refractive indices (within the

measurement uncertainty). They also recommended using
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a wavelength-independent k for sC at visible wavelengths,

and the Bond et al. (2013) report even included a wavelength-

independent refractive index as part of their definition of sC

(Bond et al., 2013, Sect. 3.2.1).

On the contrary, Bergstrom et al. (2007) mentioned that

“there is no physical reason why the index of refraction for

LAC (sC) should be constant with wavelength.” For instance,

Jäger et al. (1998) measured the refractive index of pelletized

cellulose that were pyrolyzed at temperatures ranging from

400 to 1000 ◦C. The samples became graphitized when py-

rolyzed at 1000 ◦C, and the imaginary index increased from

0.68 to 0.78 as wavelength increased from 0.400 to 1.0 µm for

the graphitized pellets. However, it is important to note that

their un-graphitized samples pyrolyzed at 600 ◦C also exhib-

ited dk/dλ > 0 throughout the visible range, contrary to the

behavior of BrC shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, both their 400

and 600 ◦C cellulose pyrolysis indicated k&0.36 throughout

the visible spectrum, which is much higher than the conven-

tional values for BrC shown in Fig. 1. Thus, it is not clear

that the cellulose samples of Jäger et al. (1998) represent the

soot carbon (or BrC) aerosols found in the atmosphere.

Nonetheless, Schnaiter et al. (2005) also deduced a strong

spectral dependence for diesel soot, with the imaginary in-

dex ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 between the 0.450 and 0.700 µm

wavelengths. Chung et al. (2012a) downscaled the Schnaiter

et al. (2005) values to match Moffet and Prather (2009) at

λ= 0.550 µm, which resulted in k values that range from

0.64 at λ= 0.45 µm to 0.78 at λ= 0.700 µm. This strong

spectral dependence of k results in AAE< 1, even for small

particles.

Instrument and/or algorithm limitations can also lead to

k440/krnir < 1 in the AERONET database (Giles et al., 2011,

2012). For instance, AERONET uses SCIAMACHY satellite

data from 2003 to 2005 to compute monthly climatological

NO2 absorption at the 0.440 µm wavelength (http://aeronet.

gsfc.nasa.gov/new_web/Documents/version2_table.pdf).

These climatological NO2 absorption optical depths are used

to correct the reported AOD at the 0.440 µm wavelength.

However, if the climatological NO2 concentration happens

to be greater than the actual NO2 concentration present

during a retrieval, then the corrected AOD at 0.440 µm will

actually be an overcorrection, and the resulting AOD will

be biased low of the true value. When this is the case, the

algorithm might reduce the retrieved aerosol absorption at

the 0.440 µm wavelength in order to compensate for the

excess NO2 absorption. However, the climatological NO2

concentrations at the dust and biomass burning sites of this

study are typically smaller than the NO2 concentrations

found in large metropolitan regions, so it is not clear that the

NO2 correction is adversely affecting the retrievals in the

left quadrants of Fig. 5.

8 Using AAE to retrieve component AAODs

Now that we have a good understanding of how the

AERONET retrieval algorithm interprets aerosol absorption,

as well as the behavior of AAE within the constraints of

the AERONET retrieval assumptions, and the sensitivity of

AAE to the wavelength dependence of k, we can examine

the AAE approach for separating carbonaceous AAOD from

dust AAOD. The AAE approach assumes that carbonaceous

(c) and dust (d) aerosols are externally mixed, and therefore

the absorption of these two species are additive (Chung et al.,

2012b; Bahadur et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013):

ξ = ξc+ ξd. (4)

Then Eq. (1) is applied to each absorbing aerosol component:

ξ(1)λ−AAE
= ξc(1)λ

−AAEc + ξd(1)λ
−AAEd . (5)

If AAEc and AAEd are known, measurements of ξ at two

wavelengths provide enough information to solve Eq. (5) for

ξc(1) and ξd(1), which can be used in a component version

of Eq. (1) to solve for ξc(λ) and ξd(λ).

Once ξc has been obtained in this way, Chung et al.

(2012b) assumes that BrC and sC are also externally mixed

and uses a similar analysis to further partition the carbona-

ceous aerosol absorption into sC and BrC components:

ξc(1)λ
−AAEc = ξsC(1)λ

−AAEsC + ξBrC(1)λ
−AAEBrC . (6)

However, since AAEc, AAEsC, and AAEBrC are fixed by cli-

matology in the Chung et al. (2012b) approach, the ratio of

brown carbon to soot carbon optical depths (i.e., ξBrC/ξsC) is

also mathematically fixed to climatological values by Eq. (6)

(i.e., Chung et al., 2012b, Eq. 2). Since the Chung et al.

(2012b) approach recognizes four climatological regions (see

their Fig. S1), only four values of ξBrC/ξsC are possible. Ba-

hadur et al. (2012) uses a three-wavelength approach that

does not have this limitation.

Authors who use the AAE approach postulate that each

absorbing aerosol has a unique AAE and that the AAOD can

therefore be partitioned to each species on the basis of AAE

alone. Chung et al. (2012b) derived values for AAEc and

AAEd from the AERONET database in regions and seasons

with minimal mixing of the two aerosol types. They found

that AAEd = 2.4 is an average value for dust, and the region-

specific AAEc for carbonaceous aerosols ranges from 0.84 to

1.16. They also postulate AAEsC = 0.5 and AAEBrC = 4.8.

Bahadur et al. (2012) used a similar approach and obtained

AAEsC = 0.55 or 0.83, depending upon wavelength range.

8.1 Theoretical issues with the AAE approach

Note that the AAE approach abandons the small particle

limit of sC, in favor of using a much lower value of AAEsC

than AAEsC = 1. Chung et al. (2012b) claim that AAE< 1 is

caused by coated sC, based upon the theoretical calculations
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Figure 6. AAE(440–870) vs. fvf at all AERONET sites of Table 1,

filtered for a maximum spectral variability in k(λ) of 10 % with

respect to the mean retrieved k. Orange squares are dust sites and

black “+” symbols are biomass burning sites. Dashed lines denote

the AAEsC postulated by Chung et al. (2012b) and Bahadur et al.

(2012).

of Chung et al. (2012a). However, Chung et al. (2012a) uses

a spectrally varying refractive index for soot carbon, which

is not consistent with the Bond et al. (2013) definition; this

alone can cause AAE< 1, regardless of mixing state or par-

ticle size.

On the contrary, other authors have computed AAE us-

ing wavelength-independent refractive indices for soot car-

bon cores coated with non-absorbing shells and have found

that the AAE increases to values as high as about 1.6 as the

coating thickness increases (as long as the core diameters are

less than ∼ 0.1 µm; Gyawali et al., 2009; Lack and Cappa,

2010). Additionally, Bond (2001) and Gyawali et al. (2009)

also computed the AAE for uncoated particles with spec-

trally invariant k(λ) and found that AAE< 1 could only be

achieved for particles with diameters greater than ∼ 0.1 µm.

This is also consistent with our computations shown in Fig. 2.

Computations based upon mono-modal lognormal size

distributions do not necessarily represent the bimodal aerosol

size distributions provided in the AERONET database,

though. Fortunately, we can also assess the AAE of sC in the

AERONET retrievals by screening for spectrally invariant k,

since sC is the only absorbing aerosol with dk/dλ∼ 0 at the

AERONET wavelengths (per Fig. 1). Thus, we re-plot the

data of Fig. 3 in Fig. 6, again using squares for the dust sites

and “+” symbols for the biomass burning sites. The dashed

lines in Fig. 6 denote the AAEsC values postulated for the

AAE approach (Chung et al., 2012b; Bahadur et al., 2012).

It is immediately noticeable that AAE has a large range

of values depending upon the fine mode fraction. Values

of AAE< 0.83 only occur when fvf< 0.5, so the value of

AAEsC ∼ 0.5 used in the AAE approach is unlikely to be

associated with pure sC. We speculate that AAE< 0.83 is

caused by a balance of hematite and goethite for data dom-

inated by the coarse mode in Fig. 6 and that the AAE ap-

proach overestimates carbonaceous aerosol absorption for

these cases.

Additionally, the relatively large AAE at the biomass burn-

ing sites in Fig. 6 is not caused by BrC (since we have

screened the data for spectrally invariant k to within 10 %);

rather, it is caused by the AAE enhancement associated with

the internal mixing of soot carbon. Since the AAEsC postu-

lated by Chung et al. (2012b) and Bahadur et al. (2012) is

substantially lower than all of the AAE at the biomass burn-

ing sites, the AAE approach underestimates the amount of sC

absorption and overestimates the amount of BrC absorption

for these cases.

Additionally, 94–97 % of the biomass burning data in

Fig. 5 and Table 2 with AAE< 1 also has k440/krnir < 1.

Thus, the presumption that AAE� 1 indicates pure sC also

requires that pure sC has a spectrally variant imaginary in-

dex with dk/dλ > 0 (or that this pure sC is located in the

coarse mode). That is, we can not assume that AAEsC < 1

and dk/dλ= 0 for pure sC, as these assumptions are mutu-

ally inconsistent.

Also note that Eqs. (4) and (6) inherently assume that

AAOD is additive, which requires that all absorbers are ex-

ternally mixed. It is well known that a substantial portion of

sC aerosols are internally mixed with other aerosols (e.g.,

Martins et al., 1998; Schwarz et al., 2008a, b) and that sC

and BrC are produced nearly simultaneously during biomass

burning. Thus, it is likely that a substantial portion of sC is

coated with BrC when BrC is present. Additionally, appli-

cation of Eq. (5) requires the assumption that AAEc is not

dependent upon the carbonaceous aerosol mixing state (Ba-

hadur et al., 2012), which is clearly not the case (per Figs. 2

and 3, as well as Bond, 2001; Gyawali et al., 2009; Lack and

Cappa, 2010; Lack and Langridge, 2013). Finally, the exter-

nal mixing assumption of the AAE method is inconsistent

with the internal mixing assumption used to compute AAE

in the AERONET retrievals (as outlined in Sect. 6).

8.2 Practical issues with applying the AAE approach

We can get an idea of whether an aerosol retrieval is dust or

carbonaceous aerosols by plotting the AAE vs. fvf, as shown

in Fig. 7. (This is similar to the Ångström matrix presented

by Cazorla et al., 2013; see also Clarke et al., 2007; Russell

et al., 2010; Bahadur et al., 2012; Giles et al., 2012.) The

West African sites of Table 1 are shown as maroon squares,

and the South American biomass burning sites are shown as

gray circles. We eliminate dust from the South American data

set by requiring more than 90 % of those retrieved particles

to be spheres. West African data that are heavily influenced

by mineral dust have linear depolarization ratios greater than

0.2, which we highlight as orange diamonds. The remain-

ing maroon points are mixtures of dust and carbonaceous
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Figure 7. Absorption Ångström exponent (AAE) vs. fine volume

fraction during the South American biomass burning season (gray

circles) and at the West African sites (maroon squares). The South

American data are limited to retrievals with more than 90 % spheres.

West African data with linear depolarization ratios greater than 0.2

are denoted by orange diamonds.

aerosols that are common for the West African sites during

the winter months. Figure 7 demonstrates that fvf can be used

to separate carbonaceous aerosols from aerosols dominated

by dust. Points in between fvf& 0.2 and fvf. 0.6 are prob-

lematic because they are a mixture of carbonaceous aerosols

and mineral dust.

Inspection of Fig. 7 reveals a problem with the AAE

approach, though. The AAE approach classifies aerosol

systems with 0.84≤ AAE≤ 1.16 as carbonaceous (Chung

et al., 2012b); thus, retrievals that produce AAE in this range

of values will be classified as carbonaceous, regardless of the

fvf. This is inappropriate for the highly depolarized aerosols

that occur when fvf. 0.2 (clearly these particles contain sub-

stantial amounts of mineral dust, since the depolarizations

are so high and the fine volume fractions are so low). Addi-

tionally, the AAE parameter cannot determine the degree of

mixing of the dust aerosols on the left side of Fig. 7 with the

carbonaceous aerosols on the right side of this figure; AAE

can only discriminate microphysical properties with gradi-

ents along the vertical axis in Fig. 7. Likewise, all retrievals

with AAE< 0.84 are required to be 100 % carbonaceous in

the AAE scheme, which can not be the case.

Since the AAE approach postulates that aerosol columns

with AAE� 1 are dominated by sC, it is important to assess

the composition of aerosol systems with small AAE. Figure 8

provides cumulative histograms of the fvf, dp, and AE for the

West African sites when AAE≤ 1.0, which constitutes 11 %

of successful Level 2.0 retrievals in that region. Here, we see

that 86 % of the fvf are less than 0.2, 56 % of the depolariza-

tion ratios are greater than 0.2, and 94 % of the AE are less

than 1.0. This indicates that most of the West African data

with AAE≤ 1.0 are dominated by coarse mode dust (not sC)

and that AAE cannot be used to separate dust from sC. This
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Figure 8. Cumulative histograms for the fine volume fraction (fvf),

linear depolarization ratio (dp), and Ångström exponent (AE) at the

West African sites; subsampled for AAE≤ 1.0, which is 11 % of

successful Level 2.0 retrievals. The symbols indicate that 86 % of

the fvf are less than 0.2, 56 % of the dp are greater than 0.2, and

94 % of the AE are less than 1.0. This indicates that most of the

West African data with AAE≤ 1 are dominated by coarse mode

dust and that low AAE does not indicate pure sC.

is consistent with Russell et al. (2014) (their Fig. 6) and Giles

et al. (2012) (also their Fig. 6), both of which show a wide

range of AAE for dust aerosols and substantial overlap of the

dust and biomass burning AAE histograms. Thus, the AAE

scheme overestimates carbonaceous aerosol absorption when

AAE. 1.

9 Conclusions

We provided a detailed discussion about the AAE product

available in the AERONET database, noting that this product

is computed from retrieved size distributions and complex re-

fractive indices. We also noted that particles are necessarily

assumed to be internally mixed in the AERONET retrieval

algorithm, and this assumption requires one to interpret the

AERONET AAE product differently than one would inter-

pret in situ AAE measurements. We provided theoretical cal-

culations of AAE for mono-modal and bimodal size distri-

butions with spectrally invariant imaginary refractive indices

k(λ), and we found that the AAE varies from 1 to more than

1.4 for fine mode particles having k values consistent with

the AERONET retrievals.

Although the analysis presented in this document mainly

applies to the AERONET retrievals, the scientific community

should exercise caution when analyzing in situ data as well.

Soot carbon particles that are internally mixed with other

aerosol species do not necessarily maintain AAE= 1. Ad-

ditionally, measurement techniques that require dry aerosols

may alter the AAE during the drying process (i.e., hygro-

scopic coatings may evaporate off of sC particles, thereby

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1587/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1587–1602, 2016
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changing the sC mixing state from internal to external). Fi-

nally, although AAE= 1 may be suitable for open soot clus-

ters with small primary spherules (radii . 0.025 µm), com-

pact clusters with median effective radii greater than about

0.1 µm may have AAEs close to 0.6; thus, variable sC mor-

phology must also be taken into account when analyzing in

situ AAE.

The theoretical analysis as well as an analysis of spectrally

invariant AERONET data indicated that AAE is not sensi-

tive to the imaginary refractive indices in the AERONET

database; thus, it is not sensitive to the proportion of soot car-

bon in the AERONET retrievals. We also find that the AAE

is highly correlated with the coarse volume fraction for spec-

trally invariant AERONET data (R =−0.863) and that the

size distributions dominated by coarse mode particles have

the lowest AAE values.

Authors who attempt to speciate absorbing aerosols on the

basis of AAE alone have assumed that AAE� 1 is unique to

sC. However, we subsampled the AERONET retrievals for

AAE≤ 1 in a region where mixtures of dust and carbona-

ceous aerosols are common (West Africa) and found that

86 % of the fine volume fractions are less than 0.2, 56 %

of the depolarizations are greater than 0.2, and 94 % of the

Ångström exponents are less than 1.0. Clearly AAE≤ 1 is

more likely to be dominated by dust than by carbonaceous

aerosols when these two species are mixed. Additionally,

we found that AAE< 1 only occurs at the South Ameri-

can biomass burning sites when a substantial coarse mode

is present in the volume size distribution (fvf< 0.5) or when

k440 < krnir; neither of these conditions are consistent with

the definition of sC described in Bond et al. (2013). Hence,

the assumption that AAE� 1 for sC is also inconsistent with

the definition of sC in Bond et al. (2013).

We discussed other explanations for k440 < krnir in

the AERONET data product. One possibility for mineral

aerosols is the presence of goethite, which has a k(λ) that

increases throughout the visible spectrum and gives some

dust a yellowish tint. (An increase in k(λ) with respect to

wavelength is not required to achieve AAE< 1 for coarse

mode aerosols, however.) It is also possible that the imagi-

nary refractive index of sC does indeed increase with respect

to wavelength at visible and near-infrared wavelengths (as in

Schnaiter et al., 2005). Other instrument and algorithm issues

may also cause k440 < krnir.

Even if the scientific community were to universally adopt

the notion that dksC/dλ > 0 for sC at visible and near-

infrared wavelengths, though, the external mixing assump-

tion of the AAE approach abandons the internal mixing as-

sumption required to produce the AERONET AAE product.

Thus, it is not clear that the AAE approach maintains a vi-

able link to the radiances measured by the AERONET in-

struments. This is important, because the link to the radia-

tion field is the strength of the AERONET retrievals, and we

cannot claim a constrained retrieval without it.

Ultimately, the aerosol community can not postulate that

retrievals with AAE� 1 in the AERONET database are pri-

marily caused by soot carbon. The absorption Ångström ex-

ponent is not sensitive to the amount of sC in the AERONET

retrievals, and it is sensitive to particle size and the spectral

dependence of k(λ).
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